
 Chaincerts - Token Fractionalization 

 Introduction 

 A Blockchain-based Web platform that lets you issue certificates and 

 compliance documents that cannot be faked or tampered. This document will 

 give a walkthrough of how a user can fraction an NFT on this platform 

 Step-by-Step Guide to Using Chaincerts Fractionalization 

 1.  Log in as Owner or Client- 

 Users can log in by using their email and password. 



 2.  Register - 

 Users can register into Chaincerts using their first name, last name, email, and 

 password. 
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 3. Dashboard- 

 Users can see all Nfts created by the owner on the Dashboard screen. Users can filter NFTs, 

 and see the fractions they have made through filter tabs. Users can search the NFT by 

 entering data in the Search Field. Each NFT has details i.e. Nft image, Title, Category, and 

 status of Nft. Users can see all details by clicking on each NFT in the view NFT screen. 
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 4. Create an NFT- 

 Owners can mint an NFT  by providing the Image, Title, Team, description, Type, Production 

 Year, Date Of issue, Valid until, Origin Location, and Quantity. 

 After successfully creating an NFT, User can see the success modal with two options: “Go To 

 NFT” and “Add More NFTs”. 
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 6. View NFT Screen- 

 Users can see all details of an NFT like NFT ID,  Name, Title, Quantity, History, and 

 additional details. Users can Mint a new Nft by clicking on Mint Button. Once it's minted, It 

 goes in a queue for processing into Blockchain. Users can see the Blockchain registration 

 link in history as soon as it's verified on the blockchain. 

 This will be your polygon transaction hash: 

 0x3ef67eb188419f8abc36bf1b2ed97f2d21a41dc497b912d348867f9703824a19 

 Users can list the NFT on the marketplace, fraction an NFT, and transfer it. 
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https://polygonscan.com/tx/0x3ef67eb188419f8abc36bf1b2ed97f2d21a41dc497b912d348867f9703824a19


 6.1 Listing an NFT For Sale- 

 Users can list an NFT for sale by providing a listing price. 
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 6.2 Fractionalize an NFT 

 Users can fraction an Nft by providing Vault Name, Number of Fractions, Price, and 

 Symbol. Once an NFT is fractionalized, the store owner cannot list or transfer the 

 NFT being fractioned to another user. 

 Users can see the details of the fraction in PolygonScan: 

 https://polygonscan.com/tx/0x99cbbfe757c1ab465795d3f77a4cbd2e05fa3f8b24f20a 

 c573c87b55e842a400 
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https://polygonscan.com/tx/0x99cbbfe757c1ab465795d3f77a4cbd2e05fa3f8b24f20ac573c87b55e842a400
https://polygonscan.com/tx/0x99cbbfe757c1ab465795d3f77a4cbd2e05fa3f8b24f20ac573c87b55e842a400


 7. List Fraction 

 Store owners can list fractions for sale by providing a listing price. 
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 8. MarketPlace 

 Once an NFT or fraction is listed for sale, end users can view the NFT or fraction on 
 the marketplace. In the marketplace, users can filter NFTs and fractions by price, 
 type, availability, and type. Users can search for an NFT by entering text in the 
 search field. When end users click on the Buy Now button, end users will be 
 redirected to the next page where they will be presented with all the details about 
 the fraction. 

 Users have to provide what is the minimum amount of sale that potential can pay to 
 own the original asset. 

 Users buy fractions using the minimum sale of NFT price; all the owners of the 
 fractions will receive the amount of sales equally based on their share. 

 An alternative way to own the original NFT is that the user owns all the fractions, 

 then withdraws the original NFT interchangeably. 
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 9. Checkout 

 End users can see all details of a fraction before purchasing, and can specify how 

 many fractions they want to purchase. 
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 Users can see the Order summary and purchase a fraction by providing credit 

 details. 

 Once the order is complete, end users will be redirected to the post-checkout 

 screen. Order Processing can take up to 10 minutes and the end user will receive an 

 order confirmation email. 
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 10. Collections: 

 Once an NFT or fraction is purchased by the end user, it will appear in their 

 collection. Users can see all NFTs and Fractions they own in their collection. 

 To see the details of the tokens, end users can click on the image in their collection. 
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